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Michelson-Morley experiment:
Accuracy: 10^-8 m (10^-9 relative)

Advanced Interferometer:
Accuracy: 10^-19 m (3 x 10^-23 relative), 100Hz BW

10m arm-length 3-4 km arm-length

4 optical resonators
arranged around
Michelson IFO

Michelson, with additions...



Michelson-Morley experiment:
Accuracy: 10^-8 m (10^-9 relative)

Advanced Interferometer:
Accuracy: 10^-19 m (3 x 10^-23 relative), 100Hz BW

10m arm-length 3-4 km arm-length

Measurement limited
by Heisenberg 
uncertainty
h ~ dx * dp 
(40kg masses) 

Michelson, with additions...
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Seismic input



Seismic input
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LIGO noise budget (LLO, Aug. 2017)



Coating, Excess gas, Control noise, 
Stray electric fields, ...

J. Driggers/
A. Effler



Fundamental, Technical, Robust

Quantum noise: Power +squeezing

Thermal noise: Coating / Materials

Seismic: Isolation (design)

Squeeze film damping: design

Control noise: design (Isolation)

Scattered light: Baffling, better optics

Parametric Instability: 
Design, Control

Lock acquisition: Design
Cryogenics



LIGO: from O2 to O3

-Higher laser power and squeezing implementation 
  to reduce shot noise



GEO 600



Quantum noise reduction: 
Squeezing the EM-vacuum state

h

squeezer

Beam 
splitter
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Detection 
PD





LIGO: from O2 to O3

-Higher laser power and squeezing implementation 
  to reduce shot noise
-Improved reaction masses 
  to lower squeeze film damping



Squeeze Film Damping: 
Excess noise from ‘trapped gas molecules’



Squeeze Film Damping: 
Excess noise from ‘trapped gas molecules’



LIGO: from O2 to O3

-Higher laser power and squeezing implementation 
  to reduce shot noise
-Improved reaction masses 
  to lower squeeze film damping
-Scattered light reduction with more and improved 
  baffles



Not easy to budget: Scattered Light

1) Light scatters out of 
main interferometer 
beam (Anti reflection 
coatings, imperfections 
in optics)

2) Scatters off of less 
well isolated objects 
(baffles)

3) Light re-enters 
interferometer creating 
spurious interferometer
Or acting via rad. 
pressure

Mitigation strategies:
1) Reduce amplitude of light in spurious path
2) Reduce motion of scattering objects

Credit: S. Dwyer



...and how to fight scattered light



LIGO: from O2 to O3

-Higher laser power and squeezing implementation 
  to reduce shot noise
-Improved reaction masses 
  to lower squeeze film damping
-Stray light reduction with more and improved 
  baffles
-Improved coatings for less stray light and 
  to make lock acquisition more robust



Replaced test masses: 
Improved coatings for less stray light



LIGO: from O2 to O3

-Higher laser power and squeezing implementation 
  to reduce shot noise
-Improved reaction masses 
  to lower squeeze film damping
-Stray light reduction with more and improved 
  baffles
-Improved coatings for less stray light and 
  to make lock acquisition more robust
-Test mass dampers to reduce 
  parametric instabitlity problems



Of course there is more:
e.g. Parametric Instability

Can prevent laser power increase



S.Gras, S. Biscans

Resonant damper



LIGO: from O2 to O3

-Higher laser power and squeezing implementation 
  to reduce shot noise
-Improved reaction masses 
  to lower squeeze film damping
-Stray light reduction with more and improved 
  baffles
-Improved coatings for less stray light and 
  to make lock acquisition more robust
-Test mass dampers to reduce 
  parametric instabitlity problems
-and more…
-goal is to have at least 120 Mpc on both LIGO’s



Post-O3 plans:

The A+ program (2019-2022):

-filter cavities to squeeze rad. Pressure noise (amplitude quadrature)
-better coatings / new testmasses
-Larger beam splitter, improved control
-should yield factor 4 to 7 increase in volume range



LIGO Beyond A+

LIGO Voyager:

-new materials and cryogenics: 
Silicon (120K)
-higher power lasers 
(3MW in IFO arms)

Cosmic Explorer:

-new facilities: longer arms
-heavier test masses, larger beams, 
longer suspensions
-new materials and cryogenics: 
Silicon (120K ?)
-higher power

LIGO HF?:

-Detector optimised for 1-4kHz
Range: NS physics
-higher power lasers 
(3MW in IFO arms)



Cryogenics a la Voyager



Cryogenics under way at KAGRA

Challenging: seismic attenuation and mirror heat load
Using Sapphire mirrors



Longer arms



         LISA
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Thermal noise

Which material for mirrors and suspension?
Silicon and Sapphire being researched
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